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Abstract. Fluorescence lifetime can be used as a contrast mechanism to distinguish fluorophores for localization or tracking, for studying molecular interactions, binding, assembly, and aggregation, or for observing conformational changes via Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between donor and acceptor molecules. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) is thus a powerful technique but its widespread use has been hampered by demanding hardware and software requirements. FLIM data is often analyzed in terms of multicomponent fluorescence lifetime decays, which requires large signals for a good signal-to-noise ratio. This confines the approach to very low frame rates and limits the number of frames which can be acquired before bleaching the sample. Recently, a computationally efficient and intuitive graphical representation, the phasor approach, has been proposed as an alternative method for FLIM data analysis at the ensemble and single-molecule level. In this article, we illustrate the advantages of combining phasor analysis with a widefield time-resolved single photon-counting detector (the H33D detector) for FLIM applications. In particular we show that phasor analysis allows real-time subsecond identification of species by their lifetimes and rapid representation of their spatial distribution, thanks to the parallel acquisition of FLIM information over a wide field of view by the H33D detector. We also discuss possible improvements of the H33D detector’s performance made possible by the simplicity of phasor analysis and its relaxed timing accuracy requirements compared to standard time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) methods. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.1.016008]
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1 Introduction

1.1 FLIM Overview

In biology, fluorescence microscopy is a powerful tool for imaging fixed samples, live cells, or even live animals due to its sensitivity, specificity, versatility, and noninvasiveness. 1 In addition to providing an array of probes allowing different molecular species to be detected in different color channels, fluorescence microscopy can be combined with polarization-sensitive or time-resolved detection to enhance its sensitivity and provide additional information on molecular dynamics and the chemical environment. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), which is based on the measurement of the fluorescence emission decay time after excitation, has gained popularity due to several advantages over intensity-only measurements. 2 For instance, FLIM information allows separating signal coming from an uncorrelated background from the signal of interest. Moreover, when background autofluorescence is characterized by a different lifetime than the signal of interest, FLIM provides a simple way of distinguishing both signals. 3, 4 Since fluorescence lifetime is unaffected by a large range of concentrations, this information can be extracted independently from signal intensity; the latter being concentration-dependent. In general, this added dimension makes FLIM analysis more powerful than intensity-based or even ratiometric intensity methods for separating concentration and background effects from those attributable to the signal of interest. 9 More importantly, some probes have a fluorescence lifetime which is sensitive to the local chemical environment such as ion concentration 11 or pH. 8 A powerful use of FLIM is in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies, in which a donor molecule nonradiatively transfers its excitation energy to a nearby acceptor fluorophore. The donor lifetime is reduced due to energy transfer and its measurement directly reports on the distance between the two fluorophores, making it a technique of choice for conformational changes or molecular interaction studies down to the single-molecule level. 10

1.2 FLIM Data Acquisition

Despite these numerous theoretical advantages, FLIM still requires sophisticated equipment and approaches to analysis that have limited its widespread use. We will briefly review these two aspects and argue that the combination of a new detector technology and phasor analysis provides an attractive enhancement. FLIM microscopy can be implemented using either confocal or widefield geometries. Standard confocal raster-scanning systems can be simply upgraded to acquire FLIM images by adding a pulsed or modulated laser source and additional signal processing electronics. Some systems may require detectors with faster response. Confocal FLIM using frequency-modulated photomultiplier tubes (PMT) has been successfully...
demonstrated\cite{18} but with substantial loss in photon collection efficiency.\cite{19,20} Instead, most confocal FLIM systems use PMTs or single-photon avalanche photodiodes (SPAD) with time-correlated single-photon counting\cite{25} or digital frequency domain (DFD)\cite{26} hardware. As in standard confocal imaging, confocal FLIM systems are in principle capable of video frame rates (~30 Hz) or faster.\cite{27} However, since the dwell-time per pixel is short, good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requires extremely high count rates, which excludes faint samples and results in accelerated sample photobleaching and phototoxicity. For example, a 256 x 256 pixel image refreshed at 30 frames per second requires a dwell time of only half a microsecond per pixel. Therefore, to obtain even only a few tens of photons per pixel of interest, count rates of many tens of millions of counts per second (cps) are needed. In addition to being demanding on the sample, these count rates exceed the capabilities of typical point detectors such as PMTs and SPAD\cite{28} and are also beyond the processing capabilities of current TCSPC electronics. In practice, lower count rates are collected (below 1 MHz) and since large counts per pixels are needed for proper FLIM analysis, frame rates much lower than 1 Hz are typical of confocal FLIM.

Widefield FLIM is usually performed using time-gated\cite{29} or frequency modulated\cite{30} image intensifiers, which are lens- or fiber-coupled to charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras. Z-sectioning capability comparable to that of laser scanning confocal microscopes is now possible using spinning disk systems\cite{31,32} although that requires significantly higher laser powers. Whereas data is acquired in parallel in each pixel of the image, allowing in principle fast frame rates, these detectors do not have single-photon counting capability and have significant readout noise, making them inefficient for low-light level imaging. Additionally, the intensification mechanism results in reduced dynamic range preventing very bright samples or samples with large dynamic range to be studied as well. In the case of time-gating, a significant fraction of collected photons are rejected, adding to the inefficiency of the technique\cite{33}.

These fundamental hardware constraints may explain in part the limited success of FLIM. In particular, it remains a challenge to obtain rich lifetime information over many pixels rapidly and in an easily interpretable manner.

1.3 FLIM Data Analysis

The issue of data interpretation is often overlooked when discussing FLIM, but may be another fundamental reason for the limited adoption of the technique. The usual way to analyze fluorescence decay data is to interpret it as the sum of independent lifetime components with each component being modeled by a single exponential decay. There are a number of issues with this assumption, both from a theoretical and from a practical point of view. From a theoretical point of view, the underlying hypothesis is that the sample or molecules within a pixel of the image is comprised of only a few species, each characterized by a single, well-defined lifetime. This assumption is sometimes replaced by the slightly more flexible model of a continuous distribution of species with unique lifetimes or by a “stretched” exponential\cite{34} The question is whether or not to let each component vary from one pixel to the next, or constrain them to correspond to a few independently measured lifetimes, and in general, how to interpret the numerical results microscopically.

From a practical point of view, none of these models is easy to verify experimentally. Even in the case of a few species, there are well-known numerical issues with trying to fit a photon-limited decay histogram with more than a few single-exponential components\cite{35} Last, representing the many parameters resulting from this analysis (individual lifetimes and the amplitudes of each component) is cumbersome and requires juggling many color maps representing complex ratios or condensed information in a nonintuitive manner.

1.4 New Approach to FLIM

To make FLIM more accessible and attractive, hardware and software limitations need to be addressed simultaneously. We will first describe the advantages of a new widefield photon-counting device for imaging under low-light conditions. Next, we will discuss the merits of phasor analysis. Finally, we will show how both complement each other to provide a platform for a simple yet powerful implementation of FLIM.

1.4.1 Widefield photon-counting detector

To compare widefield and raster-scanning FLIM and understand when the widefield approach becomes advantageous, it is useful to estimate the time needed to acquire the same information in the two approaches. Using Fig. 1 to illustrate, we examine how to use both methods to obtain the same number of photons \( n_p \) in each pixel \((i,j)\) of an \( N \times N \) pixel image (in order to obtain the same SNR). Defining \( r(i,j) \) as the local incident photon rate at pixel \((i,j)\), \( \Delta t \) as the dwell time per pixel, \( QE \) as the quantum efficiency, and indicating raster scanning by subscript \( p \) and widefield by subscript \( w \), the number of photons for each pixel is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\label{eq:1}
n_{pi,j} &= r_{pi,j} \Delta t_{pi,j} QE_{pi,j} = n_{wi,j} \Delta t_{wi,j} QE_{wi,j}.
\end{align*}
\]

For a raster-scanning approach using a point detector, the total acquisition time for an image is proportional to the number of pixels \( N \times N \) in the image: \( T_p = N^2 \Delta t_p \) and the global detected count rate for the whole image is \( G_p = \langle r_p \rangle QE_p \), where \( \langle r_p \rangle \) is the average local incident photon rate in the image. In other words, in a raster-scanning approach, the global detected count rate is equal to the average detected local count rate.

In a widefield approach, the dwell time is by definition equal to the frame duration \( T_w = \Delta t_w \). Since counts are collected across the entire frame in parallel, the widefield global detected count rate is then

\[
\begin{align*}
\label{eq:2}
G_w &= N^2 \langle r_w \rangle QE_w.
\end{align*}
\]

To compare the two acquisition rates fairly, we need to consider the best scenarios for each method. In a raster-scanning approach, the main limit is typically the maximum sustainable incident photon rate, \( r_{p,max} \), which is usually on the order of a few 100 kHz due to sample limitations.\cite{36} In a widefield photon counting approach, the main limit is generally the sustainable global count rate of the electronics, \( G_{w,max} < 100 \text{ MHz} \)\cite{37,38}
To compare the local limit $r_p^{\text{max}}$ of the raster scanning approach with the global limit $G_w^{\text{max}}$ of the widefield approach in the most general case, it is necessary to introduce an image profile factor, $f$:

$$f = \frac{\langle n_{ij} \rangle_{\text{max}}}{\langle r_{ij} \rangle_{\text{max}}},$$

characterizing the signal uniformity in the image. For a uniform image, $f = 1$, while for sparsely labeled images, $f \ll 1$. A typical cell image, like the schematic in Fig. 1 will have an intermediate value in the interval $[0, 1]$. By constraining for the same number of detected photons in each pixel, we obtain the following expression for the ratio between the raster scanning and widefield image acquisition times:

$$\frac{T_p}{T_w} = \frac{G_p^{\text{max}}}{f r_p^{\text{max}} QE_p},$$

where $f$ and $r_p^{\text{max}}$ are properties of the sample, and $G_p^{\text{max}}$ and $QE_p$ are properties of the detectors. Eq. (4) expresses the fact that a widefield approach is faster than a raster-scanning approach if the former can sustain a global detected count rate ($G_w^{\text{max}}$) which is larger than the maximum local detected count rate ($r_p^{\text{max}} QE_p$) of the point detector. It also expresses the fact that the speed gain in favor of the widefield approach is largest for sparsely labeled images ($f \ll 1$). In theory, gains of several orders of magnitude can be obtained.

Note also that under the condition of this comparison (equal photon counts in both images), the ratio between the local count rates is:

$$\frac{r_w}{r_p} = \frac{G_w^{\text{max}}}{N^2 (r_p) QE_w}.$$

Because the number of pixels $N^2$ is very large, e.g. $512 \times 512$, and the term $(r_p) QE_w$ is on the order of tens of kHz, while $G_w^{\text{max}}$ is constrained to less than 100 MHz, this makes the widefield photon rate $r_w$ much smaller than the local photon rate $r_p$ by a factor of more than 10. This shows that a lower sample excitation rate is needed for a widefield detector, which protects the sample from photo-bleaching and phototoxicity.

It should be noted that regulations of clinical use of laser light consider the total excitation light transmitted to the patient, and raster scanning makes better use of the total light available. Therefore, regulations for maximum permissible exposure limits may allow higher count rates with raster scanning FLIM in clinical applications.

In the rarer case where the sample is not bright enough to reach the global count rate limit of the detector $G_w^{\text{max}}$ such as for a very sparse sample as with single particle tracking, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as:

$$\frac{T_p}{T_w} = \frac{N^2 (r_w) QE_w}{(r_p) QE_w}.$$

With no limitation here of the global count rate the advantages of the widefield approach are even more pronounced, as the acquisition is performed approximately $N^2$ faster.

Even though we have limited this discussion to photon-counting detectors, it is also possible to treat other approaches (e.g. time-gated cameras). For example, modulated or gated cameras have the advantages of widefield acquisition, however, they discard photons during their “off” states and a corresponding reduction in achievable frame rate occurs. A complete discussion including the effects of camera noise on FLIM precision is beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 1 Comparison between raster-scanning and widefield single-photon counting FLIM approaches. An identical $N \times N$ pixel image is acquired by the two types of detector (point-detector – P and widefield detector – W). The dwell time per pixel $\Delta t_{ij}$ is adjusted so that, despite the different quantum efficiencies $QE_{P,W}$, for a given incident photon rate $r_{ij}$ both detectors collect the same number of photons $n_{ij}$. The global count rates $G_{P,W}$ and total frame duration $T_{P,W}$ are indicated. A widefield approach requires in general a much shorter integration time but results in much larger global count rate than a raster-scanning approach using a point detector.
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One of the main advantages of a widefield photon-counting device over either a raster-scanning photon-counting approach or an integrating widefield detector is the possibility to arbitrarily define the start and end times of a frame. As discussed previously, it is possible to adjust the frame duration (online or post-acquisition) in order to achieve a target SNR. This is not possible in other approaches, in which the acquisition sequence (dwell time and number of scanning steps for a raster-scanning approach or number of time gates in a time-gated widefield approach) need to be defined beforehand.

Although widefield photon-counting detectors capable of accurate photon timing and good spatial resolution have been available for many decades, they had low maximum global count rates (<100 kHz), poor quantum efficiency, and in general limited availability and cost. To circumvent these limitations, we have started the development of a new widefield photon-counting detector called the H33D*, the first prototype of which has been described in a series of recent papers. Our goal is to develop a detector with a spatial resolution comparable to a standard camera (512 × 512 pixels), a temporal resolution allowing the measurement of fluorescence lifetime encountered in typical FLIM applications (>100 ps), a quantum efficiency comparable to that of the best PMTs (QE ~ 40–50% in the visible spectrum), a maximum local count rate of ~100 kHz and a maximum global count rate of ~10 MHz.

Our first prototype, the Gen I H33D detector described in Sec. meets these specifications as far as spatial and temporal resolutions are concerned, but has a modest QE < 10% in the visible range, a maximum local count rate of ~10 kHz and a maximum global count rate of ~500 kHz. Despite its low QE, the Gen I H33D detector has a maximum global count rate several times larger than the typical average count rate in a raster-scanning FLIM image, resulting in a potentially faster FLIM frame rate than raster-scanning FLIM.

1.4.2 Phasor analysis

In all of the photon-counting approaches lifetime data is acquired as a histogram of time-resolved values, which for typical fluorophores requires time resolution of a few nanoseconds or better. For a conventional time-domain analysis, this data is then fit to one or more exponentials or stretched exponentials convolved with an instrument response function (IRF) which represents both the temporal profile of the excitation light and the time response of the measurement device. In an ideal case with no background, a zero-width IRF (delta function) and a single exponential decay, ~185 photons are required to obtain a lifetime uncertainty of around 10% using either least-square fitting or maximum likelihood methods. If the sample contains two exponential decay components, the same analysis would require on the order of hundreds of thousands of photons to obtain the same lifetime uncertainty for both components, which for raster-scanning with a 256 × 256 FLIM image requires acquisition times on the order of hours. Photobleaching and photoxicity introduce practical constraints on the total acquisition time and thus the total number of photons that can be collected, therefore limiting the potential usefulness of multicomponent FLIM analysis for live-cell imaging.

Fast algorithms have been developed for initial parameter estimation and for global fitting of FLIM images with calculation times per frame ranging from minutes to hours, but for biexponential samples this still requires thousands of counts per pixel per frame, and the run time is highly sensitive to the initial parameter guesses. Under the count constraints imposed by photobleaching, there are no fitting methods for FLIM images which can reliably extract three or more nanosecond scale exponentials, as this only works with well separated lifetimes (τ_{i+1}∕τ_i > 5) and would require on the order of millions of counts per pixel. Additionally, it is often impossible to know how many exponential components are present in an image, and it is often not possible to make an unambiguous interpretation of multieponential images. These difficulties with fitting and interpretation of FLIM image data have motivated the recent developments of phasor analysis, a fit-free analysis method for lifetime data.

Phasor analysis was first developed for frequency-domain analysis of lifetimes in phase and modulation fluorometry. The angle given by phase and the magnitude given by modulation, were used to form vectors called phasors which were used to examine the properties of single exponential and multieponential lifetimes. The frequency domain equations were then adapted to images to facilitate global fitting of FLIM data. More recently, these equations were extended to the analysis of lifetime images by producing a graphical histogram of the phase and modulation values at each pixel of an image, allowing the rapid examination of lifetime distributions, the calculation of population ratios, and quantitative FRET analysis.

The calculation of phasors is extremely rapid, as the phasor coordinate for every pixel is obtained by a simple algebraic operation on the photon arrival times collected in that pixel. Phasor analysis also requires no initial guesses about the data and handles multicomponent decays (such as commonly found in a cell) seamlessly. These capabilities make phasor analysis an ideal approach for a widefield photon-counting detector, as they allow a continuous update of FLIM information at each pixel. For example, this permits the continuous update of a map which shows the relative amounts of two different molecular species as described in Sec.

Combined with the capability of a widefield photon-counting detector to arbitrarily define the start and end time of a frame, phasor analysis allows obtaining the most efficient balance between fast frame rate and good SNR by adjusting the duration of each frame, either online or postacquisition, and then binning the phasors accordingly (see Sec. This is in contrast with the way phasor data is computed in other methods: in raster-scanning FLIM using TCSPC or DFD, lifetime information is typically binned into a histogram for each pixel in a frame, and the phasor coordinates are then calculated algebraically from this histogram, producing a phasor plot corresponding to that frame. In widefield FLIM with intensified CCDs, photons are acquired for various time bins (time-gated acquisition) or phase offsets (frequency-modulated acquisition), similarly producing a histogram of intensities for each frame, and phasor coordinates are then calculated for each pixel.

*pronounced “bee” for high spatial, high temporal resolution, high throughput 3D detector, where the three dimensions correspond to spatial and one temporal dimension.
2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample

Cells. The sample preparation was previously described in Ref. 43. Briefly, quantum dots (QDs) emitting at 620 nm and coated with nonbiotinylated peptides were targeted to HeLa cells that stably express a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored avidin (GPI-av) and cavelin I-EGFP (Cav1-EGFP). For imaging, HeLa cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) media supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum on fibronectin-coated temperature-regulated wells (SmartSlide 100, Wavergen, Fremont, CA). Cells were kept at 37 °C through all labeling steps and during imaging. Cells were preincubated in a HBSS + 1% BSA buffer for 10 min before the addition of 10 nM QDs. QDs were incubated overnight with HeLa cells, resulting in nonspecific endocytosis. Cells were then rinsed with DMEM medium and imaged at 37 °C.

Beads. 220 nm diameter Nile Red fluorescent beads (Invitrogen) (excitation peak: 535 nm/emission peak: 575 nm) were diluted 100 times in Tris-EDTA buffer, sonicated for 5 min and centrifugated at 14 000 rcf (relative centrifugal force). 10 μL of the supernatant were spin coated on cleaned glass coverslip (4000 rpm) before observation.

Single quantum dots: 5 mg of 577 nm emitting CdSe/ZnS core shell quantum dot powder (Ocean Nanotech, Springdale, AR) were diluted in 1 mL butanol. After 2 successive 100 times dilutions in butanol, 10 μL of the sample were spin coated on a cleaned glass coverslip (4000 rpm) before observation.

2.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used in these experiments is shown in Fig. 3, and is similar to the setup in. Briefly, the sample was excited using either of the two following laser sources. For live-cell imaging, the output of a 76 MHz pulsed femtosecond Ti:Sa laser (Mira 900, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) pumped by an Argon ion laser (Sabra, Coherent) was decimated down to a 4.75-MHz repetition rate using a pulse-picker (Model 9200, Coherent) and frequency-doubled using a BBO crystal (Casix, Mountain Lakes, NJ). The resulting 442 nm pulsed light was expanded and focused on the back focal plane of a high numerical aperture (NA = 1.45, magnification: 60×) objective lens of an inverted widefield microscope (IX 71, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) to obtain epifluorescence illumination of the sample. For single quantum dot and bead imaging, a pulsed picosecond 532-nm laser (IC-532-1000, High Q Laser, Watertown, MA) was coupled to a single-mode fiber and injected into the total internal reflection (TIR) illumination port of the microscope.

In both cases, widefield fluorescence emission was collected using appropriate dichroic mirrors and emission filters, and imaged onto the H33D detector using relay optics resulting in a total magnification of 125×.

2.3 The H33D Detector

The H33D detector is a time-resolved widefield single-photon counting device, which we have previously described. Briefly, each detected photon is first converted into a photoelectron by a photocathode deposited on the internal face of the input window. The photoelectron is then accelerated by a high-voltage difference and penetrates into a microchannel of a microchannel plate (MCP) stack located behind the input window. The photoelectron is thus amplified up to several million times by secondary emission from the microchannel walls. The resulting electrons exit the back of the MCP and are proximity focused onto a position-sensing anode, which is used for the determination of the x and y coordinates of the incoming photon. In the experiments described here, we used a H33D prototype (H33D Gen I) equipped with a crossed-delay line (XDL) anode. A new prototype using a different technology (H33D Gen II with cross-strip or XS anode) is now under test in our laboratory and will be described in future publications.

In the XDL anode H33D Gen I detector, photon localization in each spatial direction is achieved by measuring the time delay between arrival of the charges at both ends of the corresponding delay line using a time-to-digital converter (TDC) as shown in Fig. 3. The current XDL H33D detector uses a dual-channel TDC (model DSTDC-F, Sensor Sciences, Pleasant Hill, CA). Each photon’s arrival time is determined separately using two different devices. First, coarse timing information (macrot ime T) is associated with each position by reading out the value of a clock counter (40 MHz or 25 ns resolution) generated by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) processing the output of the dual TDC unit. Second, precise timing information (nanotime τ) is obtained by measuring the time separating the MCP output pulse and the next laser pulse using a separate TDC (same model as above). Both sets of information (x, y, T, and τ) are then associated together, provided they were acquired within a specified timeout window (≈2 μs), giving three-dimensional coordinates for each photon (two spatial and one temporal, the latter being comprised of the two components T and τ).
2.4 Phasor Analysis

In phasor analysis of lifetime images, lifetime data (photon nanotimes) at each pixel is transformed into a coordinate pair called a phasor and a histogram of the number of pixels with identical phasor coordinates called a phasor plot, is generated (Fig. 4). As will be discussed below, the phasor plot is a two-dimensional representation of the distribution of lifetime values within the image. It is straightforward to highlight regions of an image corresponding to selected regions of the phasor plot. These regions of the image correspond to domains characterized by similar lifetimes. It is possible to quantitatively map these regions of the phasor plot to FRET efficiency values by introducing knowledge about the phasor coordinate of the donor and the amount of the background contribution as described elsewhere. Alternatively, one can use the phasor coordinates corresponding to each pixel of an image to make a new quantitative image with pixel colors determined by a lifetime property of interest. The simplest example is a phasor ratio image that colors the image according to the fractional contributions two probes contribute to the signal at each pixel as described below.

First we consider the ideal case of a delta function IRF. A phasor coordinate \( (g, s) \) is calculated using a simple average of cosine and sine of the nanotimes,

\[
g = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \cos(2\pi \tau_i / P),
\]

\[
s = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sin(2\pi \tau_i / P),
\]

where the \( \tau_i \)'s are the nanotime values of all photons, \( P = 1/f \) is the phasor period and \( N \) is the number of photons. The phasor frequency \( f \) will be used in the following and is usually taken as an integer multiple of the laser repetition frequency (e.g. \( 19 \text{ MHz} = 4.75 \text{ MHz} \times 4 \) for the data in Figs. 8 and 9).

By extension, one can define the fundamental phasor coordinate of a photon with nanotime \( \tau \) as:

\[
g = \cos(2\pi f \tau),
\]

\[
s = \sin(2\pi f \tau),
\]

In other words, the nanotime value \( \tau \) of each photon corresponds, by a simple algebraic transformation, to a fundamental phasor located on the unit circle. The average phasor value corresponding to \( N \) photons is located inside the unit disk as shown in Fig. 5. Species with a single lifetime \( \tau \) have phasor coordinates centered around the phasor frequency.
\[ g = \frac{1}{1 + (2\pi f \tau)^2}, \]  
\[ s = \frac{2\pi f \tau}{1 + (2\pi f \tau)^2}, \]

that is located on the universal semicircle shown in Fig. 5.

Measured phasors then appear in a statistical distribution around this center value, where for Poisson-distributed photon counts the distance from this exact location depends linearly on \( N^{-1/2} \) where \( N \) is the number of photons used for the phasor average (Fig. 5). Short lifetimes are located close to (1, 0) and long lifetimes located close to (0, 0) (Fig. 6). As a convenient reference, the midpoint \((1/2, 1/2)\) corresponds to a lifetime \( \tau = P/2\pi \). Inverting Eqs. (11) and (12), one obtains:

\[ \tau = \frac{1}{2\pi f} \left( \frac{s}{g} \right). \]  

Species with fluorescence decays described by multiple exponentials \( \tau_i \) with relative weights \( f_i \) can be shown to have phasor coordinates:

\[ g = \sum_i f_i g_i, \]  
\[ s = \sum_i f_i s_i, \]  
\[ \sum_i f_i = 1, \]

where the \((g_i, s_i)\) and \( \tau_i \) of each species are related by Eqs. (14)–(16). In other words, phasors add linearly and as a result, combinations of two lifetime components fall on a straight line between the two components, as shown in Fig. 6, with the position along that line determined by the relative weights of each component. The linear additivity of phasors makes this approach a powerful tool for the analysis of lifetime images comprised of multiple species as described below.

The ideal situation described above is not fundamentally modified by the existence of a finite size IRF. The IRF is accounted for by simple algebra on the phase \( \phi \) and modulation \( m \) of the phasor defined by:

\[ \phi = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{s}{g} \right), \]  
\[ m = \sqrt{g^2 + s^2}. \]

In the presence of an IRF, the measured and the “real” (expected) values of the phasor phase and modulation are related by:

\[ \phi_{\text{measured}} = \phi_{\text{real}} + \phi_{\text{IRF}}, \]  
\[ m = \sqrt{g^2 + s^2}. \]

Species with fluorescence decays described by multiple exponentials \( \tau_i \) with relative weights \( f_i \) can be shown to have phasor coordinates:
\[ m_{\text{measured}} = m_{\text{real}} m_{\text{IRF}}. \]  
\(20\)

Therefore, knowledge of \(\phi_{\text{IRF}}\) and \(m_{\text{IRF}}\) is sufficient to recover the real phasor \(\phi_{\text{IRF}}\) and \(m_{\text{IRF}}\) can be obtained by a direct measurement of the IRF or with a measurement of a sample with a known lifetime. Note that Eqs. (19) and (20) correspond to a simple rotation and scaling of the measured data.

This simple geometric approach to handling the IRF is a particular strength of phasor analysis for both data analysis and instrument design. In contrast to the complexities of iterative deconvolution used in fitting, phasor analysis performs the deconvolution operation only once and with simple algebra, resulting in a very rapid calculation of FLIM images. For fitting by iterative deconvolution, there is a stricter requirement that the IRF be narrow and that the reference measurement be of the IRF itself. In phasor analysis, this can be done either by measuring the IRF directly (e.g., with Raman scattering or using a fluorophore with a very short lifetime), or by measuring any fluorophore with a well-known lifetime and using Eqs. (19) and (20). This also implies that maintaining an extremely narrow IRF is not necessary under phasor analysis, which allows the design of hardware that optimizes other parameters such as throughput.

### 2.5 Phasor Ratio Images

The phasor plot corresponding to the lifetime information of an image can be used in different ways. The simplest way consists of selecting a region of interest (ROI) on the phasor plot and highlighting the pixels of the image with phasor values falling within this ROI. Alternatively, a color-coded phasor map can be built in order to visualize the location of all phasor values in the image. This approach is not convenient, as phasor values are themselves located in a two-dimensional space. However, in the particular case where the sample is known to contain two main species characterized by different phasor values (e.g. a short lifetime species and a long lifetime species), a phasor ratio can be computed for each pixel, which corresponds to the relative contributions of the two components, \((g_0, s_0)\) and \((g_1, s_1)\). The phasor ratio of each pixel is computed as described in Fig. 6.

The special case for biexponential samples using a global fit considering spatial proximity to extract a ratio value for each coordinate was described previously. We use a more general approach, suitable for samples with any number of decay components that utilizes spatial neighbor information by binning counts as described in Sec. 2.1 and then uses simple geometry on the phasor plot to calculate the phasor ratio.

First, the phasor is projected onto the line connecting the phasor values of the two components. The phasor ratio is then obtained as the relative distance of this projection from the first component (a phasor value projected onto the first component’s phasor has a phasor ratio of zero, while a phasor value projected onto the second component’s phasor has a phasor ratio of one) defining:

\[ \theta = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{s_1 - s_0}{g_1 - g_0} \right), \]  
\(21\)

\[ d = \sqrt{(s_1 - s_0)^2 + (g_1 - g_0)^2}, \]  
\(22\)

the phasor ratio for each pixel with phasor \((g,s)\) is given by

\[ r = \frac{(g - g_0) \cos \theta + (s - s_0) \sin \theta}{d} = \frac{f}{d}. \]  
\(23\)

where \(f/d\) is shown in Fig. 6. The phasor ratio can then be easily color-coded from 0 to 1 and represented for each pixel of the image. The resulting phasor-ratio map displays the relative contributions of the two known species characterized by two distinct phasor values, as in the case of two fluorescent species with different lifetimes or two populations of a FRET construct with different FRET states.

### 2.6 Data Acquisition and Analysis

Data acquired by the H33D detector was analyzed using custom software (IdexIX) developed using LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and C/C++ (Visual Studio 6.0, Microsoft Corp., Seattle; gcc/g++ 4.x, GNU/FSP, Boston). This software permits live data display and analysis during acquisition and postprocessing of saved raw data.

Typically, since the H33D detector generates a photon stream consisting of \((x, y, t, T)\) values, the first task consists of binning this stream temporally based on the macrotime \(T\) of each photon, thus defining “frames.” The second step consists of the formation of an intensity image corresponding to each frame. Since each coordinate \(x\) or \(y\) is encoded in 12 bits, the image consists of at most 4096 \(x\) 4096 “pixels.” However, the effective spatial resolution for photons striking the 25 mm surface of the photocathode in the detector is about 50 to 100 \(\mu m\), which results in around 250 to 500 effective pixels in each direction. Therefore, a spatial binning factor of 8 to 16 is typically used in order to obtain 512 \(x\) 512 to 256 \(x\) 256 pixel images with better contrast. The intensity value at each pixel is determined from the number of photons having these spatial coordinates within a given frame time. The software allows defining regions of interest (ROI) in the image, and it computes intensity time traces as well as nanotime histograms for each ROI.

In addition to representing the raw data of the H33D detector, the software computes a phasor for each photon. Using
Eqs. (9) and (10), the nanotime value $\tau$ for each single photon is associated with a single-photon phasor coordinate $(g, s)$ called a fundamental phasor. Because phasors add linearly, these fundamental phasors can be added within each pixel to form $G$- and $S$-phasor “images.” Normalization by the intensity image, which is nothing but the map of $N$ values in Eqs. (1) and (2), provides the $g$ and $s$ phasor values for each pixel. This procedure allows extremely rapid generation as well as simple storage of phasor data. The previous sections have described how to obtain phasor plots and phasor ratio images from this data.

3 Results

3.1 Phasor-Ratio Imaging of Live EGFP-Expressing and Quantum Dot-Labeled Cells

To demonstrate the capabilities of phasor analysis with the H33D, we analyzed live-cell imaging data acquired with the H33D. HeLa cells expressing caveolin 1-EGFP and glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored avidin were labeled with nonbiotinylated quantum dots emitting at 620 nm and observed using epifluorescence microscopy. Figs. 8(a)–8(c) shows the distribution of the two probes in the sample illustrated by spectral separation of each probe’s emission using distinct emission filters (same excitation at 442 nm). Figure 8(a) shows the EGFP signal revealing the distribution of caveolin, while Fig. 8(b) shows the quantum dot signal, which appears to be largely concentrated near the nuclei. In Fig. 8(c), the overlay of these two signals is shown.

The data for Fig. 8(d)–8(f) was acquired on the same sample, but using a long pass filter (500LP), which allowed us to detect the total emission of EGFP, autofluorescence, and quantum dots. Figure 8(d) shows the integrated intensity, where it is no longer possible to clearly distinguish the EGFP and quantum dot regions. In Fig. 8(e) the phasor coordinates for EGFP ($g = 0.58$, $s = 0.35$) and quantum dots ($g = 0.28$, $s = 0.41$) are used to define a phasor ratio image [Fig. 8(f)] in which the green color corresponds to a complex multiexponential phasor formed by EGFP combined with cell autofluorescence, while the red color corresponds to a multiexponential phasor given by the quantum dots. With this representation, it is easy to see the contrast between regions that are dominated by EGFP and regions that are dominated by quantum dot fluorescence. In particular, one recovers the membrane localization of the EGFP signal and the perinuclear localization of quantum dots observed in the spectrally separated images of Fig. 8(c). In contrast, attempts to obtain a lifetime image map by fitting to this dataset were unsuccessful due to the small number of counts (tens of thousands for QDs, thousands or less for GFP), the count disparity, and the highly multiexponential nature of the QD, GFP, and autofluorescence lifetimes. Thus phasor analysis yielded a straightforward result in a complicated sample that we could not analyze with conventional fitting approaches.

The same principle of operation demonstrated by this dataset could also be used with a FRET construct to display the ratio between binary FRET states, or with slight modification, to color an image based on a FRET value. These algorithms are also sufficiently rapid that they can be used to display a phasor ratio image and phasor plot during live acquisition. A simple illustration of this capability was provided in Ref. 32.

Fig. 8 H33D data of HeLa cells expressing caveolin 1-EGFP and GPI-anchored avidin labeled with biotinylated quantum dots emitting at 620 nm. (a)–(c) are adapted from Ref. 43 and are using different emission filters: (a) 530DF30, (b) 615DF45, (c) 530DF30 as green overlapped with 615DF45 as red; (d)–(f) are with a 500LP filter which collected both emitters; (d) shows an intensity image, (e) shows the phasor plot with a color bar showing the phasor ratio coloring, and (f) shows a phasor ratio plot with hue values determined according to the projection in (e).
3.2 Single-bead Imaging and Frame Rates

The application of phasor analysis to point sources was demonstrated with measurements of 220 nm diameter beads shown in Fig. 9. We selected ROIs corresponding to bead positions [Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)], and computed the center of mass of the phasors within each spatial ROI. Then, we used the analytical expressions for phasor uncertainty in phase and modulation to define the size of an ellipse (semi-axes: sigma_phi, sigma_m as defined in Ref. 20) to plot an ellipse corresponding to one standard deviation of phasor uncertainty along the phase and modulation axes. The cross (+) shows the center lifetime value for these beads of 6 ns.

Fig. 9 H33D data of fluorescent Nile Red beads at various frame durations, with approximately 150 counts per second per bead. (a), (b) From one quadrant of the H33D detector, four ROIs containing beads are shown (red, blue, green, purple), and one ROI containing background (orange). (c)–(e) For each ROI the center of mass phasor coordinates are shown as ellipses corresponding to one standard deviation of phasor uncertainty along the phase and modulation axes. The cross (+) shows the center lifetime value for these beads of 6 ns.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

4.1 Combination of Widefield Single-Photon Counting and Phasor Analysis

We have demonstrated the combination of phasor analysis and the generation of phasor ratio images with the widefield single-photon counting H33D Gen I detector. We have shown that this approach provides a simple and rapid way to generate fluorescence lifetime maps with easy-to-interpret lifetime information (phasor ratio maps). The speed of phasor calculation makes it possible in principle to display live phasor movies during data acquisition. Moreover, the additivity of phasors allows to arbitrarily rebin the stream of photons, yielding a lifetime image sequence optimizing the SNR or with any desired frame rate. Indeed, the precision of each phasor coordinate increases with the square root of the number of counts. Since the H33D detector provides a raw stream of photon counts, the phasor values can be binned with different spatial resolution and temporal resolution (frame rate) to obtain the average number of photons per pixel needed for a particular phasor precision. The flexible nature of the H33D data stream also means that data from a single acquisition can be examined with different spatial, temporal, or lifetime resolution.

Since roughly 100 photons are required to clearly separate, for instance, a FRET pair efficiency of 0 from one of 0.5 in the phasor plot (Fig. 9), and since the maximum local count rate of the H33D Gen I detector is ~10 kHz, integration times as short as 10 ms should be sufficient to build a FLIM map which distinguishes several species by fluorescence lifetime contrast only. As discussed in Sec. 4.1, this is only possible for sparsely labeled samples (low f value), due to the global count rate limitation of the H33D Gen I prototype. This could allow high spatial and temporal resolution tracking of single-molecules.
with lifetime contrast, giving access to information on each single-molecule’s environment.

4.2 Future Development

Our H33D Gen I prototype is constrained to a maximum global count rate of ~500 kHz due to electronic limitations and a local count rate of ~10 kHz due to MCP saturation. A new generation of H33D detector comprising a number of improvements was recently developed and is currently being tested. Use of a different position-sensing anode (cross-strip or XS anode) allows a reduction of the MCP gain while preserving the spatial resolution of the detector. This MCP gain reduction allows increasing the maximum local count rate to ~100 kHz. As argued previously, this could permit sparsely-labeled millisecond-range FLIM movie rates within the detector’s global count rate limitation.

The H33D Gen I prototype’s maximum global count rate limitation is primarily set by the dead time of the TDC units used for positioning and nanotime determination. This restriction is significantly relaxed by using a XS anode, which does not use a TDC for position readout. The H33D Gen II has achieved an order of magnitude larger global readout rate (several MHz). Using one (or more) TDCs to extract nanotime information for each photon would re-introduce a strong count rate limitation due to TDC deadtime. Although the XS anode does not provide the precision of photon timing obtained with a TDC (the timing resolution of each event is of the order of 1–2 ns) it should be sufficient to perform phasor analysis of lifetime with high precision because phasor analysis does not require as good of a timing precision for precise lifetime analysis compared to exponential fitting.

The H33D Gen II prototype also improves on the quantum efficiency of the first generation, reaching a QE ~ 15% in the visible range of the spectrum. This will allow fainter and redder samples to be observed more efficiently and with better contrast, eventually reaching single organic fluorophore sensitivity.

4.3 Conclusion

We have shown that the combination of a widefield single-photon counting detector such as the H33D detector and phasor analysis has numerous advantages over more conventional raster-scanning and fluorescence decay fitting approaches in terms of acquisition speed, required excitation power, computational simplicity, and ease of interpretation. We have illustrated its application to live-cell imaging and single fluorophore (quantum dot) detection. Many more applications could benefit from a similar approach and from detectors with better sensitivity and larger global count rates.
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